Multiplicative-noise-induced coherence resonance via two different mechanisms in bistable neural models.
The bistable FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) neural model driven by two multiplicative noises and one additive noise is investigated. Two different potential mechanisms for enhancing coherence of bistable FHN model are presented, that is, the first multiplicative noise changes the system from the bistable to the oscillatory regime, and the second multiplicative noise can enhance the symmetry of two stable states of the system. The two mechanisms are analytically or numerically explained. At any level of the second multiplicative noise, a maximal coherence have been found at some intermediate noise intensity of the first multiplicative noise. Only when the first multiplicative noise intensity is less than 0.0001 can a maximal coherence be obtained at some intermediate noise intensity of the second multiplicative noise. These coherence resonance phenomena have been understood in terms of the presented mechanisms.